
Fisheries Management Diary June 2021.
Wednesday 2nd June.
Rivers Team. With Dave Taylor in charge, 6 of the rivers team went to Sopley Mill and worked
on the paths and access to swims upstream of the car park. Some swims were also opened up
in readiness for the opening day of the season.
At the upper section of the Lease one of the rivers team, Stuart, has opened up 10 swims in the
top 3 fields again in readiness for opening day. There are several others still to open but they
are better fished in the later months of the season.

Thursday 3rd June.
A work party at Hucklesbrook with 4 of us made the most of the lake being shut for the carp to
spawn in peace. The grass was cut all the way round, as was the high bank, all the overhangs
were cut back along the paths, the car park was given a good rake and clean since it was empty
of cars. Finally we finished cutting back the overhanging branches from the water on the water
park bank swims. Before we left, myself and Pete marked out 3 of the potential new swim
designs in readiness for a group of the committee to have a look and discuss the development.

Friday 4th June.
A half day for Pete at Hucklesbrook. Stuart and Michael returned after chipping some of the
brash earlier in the week to complete the task. Stuart also cut back the trees overhanging in the
car park and these were then chipped also.The entrance points to the lake were given a good
strim and all of the fallen branches and the path around the lake were picked up and removed.
Five of the committee came up and had a tour of the lake to discuss the swim building and how
to move the project forward.

Saturday 5th June.
Horseport today with Pete, myself, Stuart and Michael, Nigel R turned up also to lend a hand.
The main task was to remove one of the fallen trees from the river which was a hard task due to
its position. After a lot of pole saw cutting it was removed and chipped. Two other swims were
also cleared of overhanging branches to allow access to fish them safely.
After lunch Myself, Pete and Nigel R went onto Hucklesbrook where we went out in the boat for
a tour round the island and margins to remove all the lines, weights and spombs that we could
reach. On one small branch we found 3 separate leads caught in it and another a good 20 feet
up a tree !



Also today Adrain, the rivers team leader, went to the lower car park at Winkton and gave it a
good cut and tidy up before the start of the new season.

Tuesday 8th June.
Myself and Pete from the FM team went to the Spinnaker meeting with members to update them
on the plans for swim building, path work and cutting back. It was a positive, if long, meeting.

Wednesday 9th June.
Pete went out to do his half day and as usual spent most of the day working for the club ! He
was at Hucklesbrook where the last of the brash was burnt, the large holes in the path were
filled and the bits left by the hut were taken to Ibsley. Driving home was via Wicks to collect
timber and fixings ready for a job the next day.

Rivers Team.
Today 6 members led by Adrain went to Sopley where they continued on from last week by
cutting the grass in the car park, opening up the car park and weir swims, clearing paths and
cutting back overhangs. This was the last Wednesday before the start of the season so you can
guess what they will be doing next week?

Thursday 10th June.
Myself and Pete went to Wedgehill today with a list of jobs to get done, but as always we ran out
of time ! The car park, entrance track, backtrack and top car park were given a good blow off
with the petrol blowers to remove all the leaves and build up of tree bits etc. This task took us
around two hours and we have often thought if a keen member was to walk round once a week
and rake up, clear fallen tree bits etc, the venue would always look tidy and would free us up to
do the larger jobs. After this we took the mowers round all three ponds to cut the grass on the
paths and to tidy up the edges. The next task was to alter the fence by the main entrance to
allow access for the mowers to cut the outside of the wildlife fence. The last task of the day was
to start to construct a “platform” in the top pond to fix the oxygen pump to incase of an oxygen
crash again this summer. The sub frame is all done and next visit we should get the boards on
and test the pump !



Saturday 12th June.
Stuart and Michael had a trip out to Wainsford where two trees had come down, these were
both removed and taken away. They were helped by Dave who is the member that has kindly
offered to do the basic maintenance at Wainsford. With him doing this myself and Pete are freed
up to get on elsewhere which is most helpful and we wish some more members would offer this
type of help at places like Wedgehill and Holtwood. It is simple cutting back overhangs, picking
up fallen branches, and keeping an eye on the venue.

Tuesday 15th June.
Myself, Pete and Dave (for the morning) were at Wedgehill, whilst Dave went round and picked
up all the fallen branches around myself and Pete continued with the oxygen pump platform, or
so we thought? The boards were screwed to the framework in no time but then the problems
started when we tried to work out how to connect the nozzle to the side board to make it easy
for anyone to rush up and get the pump going. Why is it that things are never easy? After
several goes with different types of brackets we decided that a new plan was needed for
another day. (Pete has since researched the problem and a specialised type of bracket has
been ordered.)
After lunch Dave had left us and we mended the hole in the roof of the container, Pete then did
some strimming in the car park whilst I went and cut the grass around the memorial plaques on
the bottom pond.

Thursday 17th June.
A quick trip out for myself to Holtwood today to add the dye into the ponds and to check the
oxygen levels.

Monday 21st June.
A half day for Pete working at Holtwood cutting back all the new growth from the tree stumps
around all ponds.

Tuesday 22nd June.



Myself and Pete spent the day at Wedgehill where we completed the new platform for the
oxygen pump on the top pond. A bit of cutting back of the trees was also done on one of the
swims. After lunch it was down the entrance track strimming, raking and blowing the edges
which were starting to fall over onto the track.

Thursday 24th June.
I had a day at Hucklesbrook today looking at the swim building and trying to build up a more
accurate picture of the lake with regard to the available water to fish in front of each swim. I also
had a good chat with several members to get their thoughts.
We also had a report of a large branch that was blocking the path at Spinnaker which Stuart and
Michael went out and cut it up.

Saturday 25th June.
Pete was out on his own today and started at Holtwood where he gave the car park and
surrounding area a very good strim around the edges. He then went all the way over to
Wainsford because we had received a report of a broken platform and porta loo. On arrival a
bailiff had already kindly roped off the broken swim and offered to get some timber to fix it !
The portaloo was working but it was reported to the company for them to check next time it is
cleaned.

Tuesday 29th June.
Dave Taylor from the rivers team went out today and strimmed the car park and at Bridge Place,
New Road

Wednesday 30th June.
Adrian and a team of 5 other helpers went to Winkton today. They cleared and opened up as
much as they could on the swims just below the eel hut. They also completed the tidying up
above the hut on the path and swims.

Footnote;



I forgot to include in last month's diary (and this one) that we now have Larry who is going out
on a regular basis to cut the grass on any venue that needs it. This is most appreciated and
useful as it is one less thing for Pete to worry about !

I would also point out that in this diary we have not included the hours spent on the phone,
email etc sorting out work parties and planning future projects.


